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Partial sequencing of clones from cDNA libraries of specific tissues or cell 
types to generate expressed sequence tags (ESTs) has proven to be a rapid and 
efficient means of discovering genes on a large scale and of providing both 
quantitative and qualitative information regarding gene expression. Information 
from single-pass sequencing of cDNA clones has also been used in many other 
applications, including the generation of physical maps of chromosomes. For these 
reasons, the research group of the Department of Biochemistry of the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong (CUHK) has initiated a human heart cDNA sequencing 
project with the implementation of an efficient and cost-effective procedure to 
generate ESTs from human heart cDNA libraries. The research work requires a high 
level of laboratory work and query submission to the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information G^CBI) to retrieve dbEST sequences, which results in 
much time, material and labour consumption. For the genome project to be in 
satisfactory progress, the procedures have to be improved. The objective of this 
thesis is to provide an algorithm to solve the problem. The algorithm adopts the 
sharing of a number of bases among the cDNA such that sequence alignment and 
redundancy elimination are enhanced. The aligned cDNA sequences are then sent to 
the NCBI for the identification of uncharacterized novel sequences. We designed a 
special multi-stage e-mail submission and processing program to handle a large 
number of query sequences simultaneously. In this way, we constructed an 




useful tool for the biochemists in accelerating the progress of their heart cDNA 
sequencing genome project. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Partial sequencing of clones from cDNA libraries of specific tissues or cell 
types to generate expressed sequence tags (ESTs) has proven to be a rapid and 
efficient means of discovering genes on a large scale and of providing both 
quantitative and qualitative information regarding gene expression in a variety of 
tissues and cells such as brain, liver, and lymphocyte. Mbrmation from single-
pass sequencing of cDNA clones has also been used in many other applications, 
including the generation of physical maps of chromosomes. For these reasons, the 
research group of the Department of Biochemistry of the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong (CUHK) has initiated a human heart cDNA sequencing project with 
the implementation of an efficient and cost-effective procedure to generate ESTs 
from human heart cDNA libraries (Liew et aL, 1994). The project is aimed at 
revealing the expression profile of human heart and to identify uncharacterized 
novel genes active in the human heart. 
The Biochemistry group has developed an algorithm to isolate the entire 
coding region of cDNA clones from a directionally-cloned cDNA library by 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). It has already completed the molecular cloning 
of two human heart cDNAs (assembly protein 50 and 6-phosphogluconate 
dehydrogenase) (Tsui et al., 1995). The algorithm includes DNA sequencing of 
the clones, searching against the database of the GenBank (dbEST), and 
alignment of the ESTs (figure 1.1). As the procedure of submitting the ESTs to 
the dbESTs and EST alignment require a high level of laboratory work and time 
consumption, a new procedure has to be devised to solve this problem in order to 
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speed up the progress of the human heart genome project. 
Figure 1.1 Flow Chart for obtaining full-length cDNA sequences 
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The objective of this thesis is to design and implement a method to reduce 
the redundancy of the partial cDNA sequences of interest and to provide a fast 
screening procedure in submitting queries and collecting information through the 
electronic email system of BLAST. This method has been proven to be a helpful 
tool for the research group. 
This thesis will be divided into 5 sections. Chapter 2 gives a brief back-
ground information on expressed sequence tags, polymerase chain reaction and 
the GenBank database (dbEST). Chapter 3 presents our methods in reducing the 
redundancy of the cDNA sequences, the alignment of the sequences and the 
submission of queries to the BLAST. Chapter 4 contains results and discussion, bi 
Chapter 5, we discuss our fiiture expectation on the project development. 
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Chapter 2 Background 
Because mammalian genomes are complex, any specific gene or DNA 
fragment of interest normally represents only a tiny fraction of the total DNA in a 
cell. For example, the P_globin gene comprises only 0.0005% of the 3000 
megabases (Mb) of human genomic DNA, and even the massive 2.5 Mb dystro-
phin gene, the lartest gene that has been identified, accounts for only about 0.08% 
of human genomic DNA. Enrichment for gene sequences is possible by isolating 
total RNA, or poly(A)+ messenger RNA from suitable cells and converting this to 
complementary DNA (cDNA). In some cases, this can result in a profound en-
richment for specific exonic DNA sequences when the relevant genes are known 
to be expressed at very high levels in a specific cell type. Li most cases, however, 
the desired gene sequences still represent only a tiny proportion of the total cDNA 
population. DNA cloning is then applied in the fragment amplification. Thereaf-
ter, its structure and function can be comprehensively studied, for example by 
DNA sequencing, in vitro expression studies, etc. 
The resulting clones of an DNA cloning experiment form a library. This 
library gives molecular information on the gene transcription, protein expression 
and gene regulation. To understand the functions of a specific protein or the 
development of a specific cell type, a library from a correct source of tissues is 
required. The genomic library and the cDNA library serve different functions on 
this issue. 
Another analytical tool in molecular biology is the expressed sequence 
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tags (ESTs). These single pass partial sequences of cDNA have been used for 
gene identification or preparation of a gene catalogue in tissues such as the heart 
(Liew et al； 1994). Because of the variability of ESTs, a database has also been 
set up by the National Cancer for Biotechnology Mbrmation (^CBI). The dbEST 
records the current ESTs sequenced by research groups all over the world and 
provides a quick search for newly submitted query sequences. Basic information 
on ESTs and the dbEST is presented in this chapter. 
Section 2.1 DNA Cloning 
The implication step in DNA cloning involves a programmed large in-
crease in copy number of selected DNA sequences. Jn practice, this involves 
multiple rounds of DNA replication catalyzed by a DNA polymerase acting on 
one or more types of template DNA molecule. This can be achieved essentially by 
2 different approaches, cell-base DNA cloning, an in vivo approach, and po-
lymerase chain reaction in cell-free DNA cloning, which is an in vitro approach. 
ln this chapter, the principles of these 2 approaches will be discussed. 
Section 2,1,1 Principles of cell-based DNA cloning 
This is an in vivo DNA cloning method whose first step involves attaching 
foreign DNA fragments in vitro to DNA sequences which are capable of inde-
pendent replication. The hybrid DNA fragments are then transferred into suitable 
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host cells where they can be propagated selectively. 
There are three steps in the process of cloning a gene. The first is to 
choose the source of DNA for cloning. Sources of DNA for cloning can be the 
chromosomal DNA itself or a DNA copy of an mRNA, a so-called 
complementary DNA, or cDNA. The choice depends on the particular problem to 
be tackled. If one is interested in the amino acid sequence of a protein, this 
information can be obtained most readily from the nucleotide sequence of a 
cloned cDNA. On the other hand, if one is interested in the regions of a gene that 
regulate its expression or in gene sequences not contained within the mRNA, then 
this information can be obtained only from genes cloned from chromosomal 
DNA. 
The second step is to produce a collection of DNA fragments that can be 
inserted into appropriate vectors that in tum can be introduced into a population 
of bacteria. These fragments are prepared from chromosomal DNA by using 
specific restriction nucleases or from mRNA by using the enzyme reverse 
transcriptase to produce cDNA molecules. Each cDNA molecule is a copy of an 
mRNA. The vectors with inserted fragments are introduced into a population of 
bacteria that can be grown on the surface of an agar plate. Because the vectors 
carry antibiotic-resistance gene, only those bacteria containing plasmids will grow 
when plated onto agar gel containing the antibiotic. Each resistant bacterial cell 
grows to form a colony. Such a collection of cloned DNA fragments propagated 
in bacteria is called a library. Ideally, this library should contain representatives of 
every sequence in chromosomal DNA, or of cDNA molecules from every 
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different mRNA. 
This library is a library without a catalogue to tell us which clone contains 
a particular sequence, so the third step is to screen all the colonies for the desired 
sequence. We can screen directly for the sequence by using a nuclei acid probe 
complementary to that sequence. Part of the sequence may be known already, or it 
can be deduced from the amino acid sequence of the purified protein. Alterna-
tively, we can screen for the protein produced by a cloned gene by using 
antibodies to the protein or by using an assay for the function of the proteins. 
The 3-steps in setting up a cDNA library is shown in figure 2.1 
figure 2.1 The basic events in a gene cloning experiment 
1. Construction of a recombinant DNA molecule 
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Vector Fragment + 
of DNA z F = = S X 
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ijv ^ J J ^ 4. Division ofthe host cell 
g � O ) 
5. Numerous cell divisions 
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Section 2,L2. Polymerase Chain Reaction 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a rapid in vitro method for amplifying 
defined target DNA sequences present within a source ofDNA. It allows selective 
amplification of a specific target DNA sequence or sequences within a heteroge-
neous collection ofDNA sequences (e.g. total genomic DNA or a complex cDNA 
population). Prior DNA information from the target sequences is required, for the 
construction of two oligonucleotide primer sequences (often 15-30 nucleotides 
long). These primers will bind specifically to the complementary DNA sequences 
immediately flanking the desired target region. In the presence of a suitabe heat-
stable DNA polymerase and DNA precursors (the four deoxynucleoside 
triphosphates, dATP, dTTP, dGTP, dCTP), synthesis ofnew DNA strands which 
are complementary to the individual DNA strands of the target DNA segment, is 
initiated. 
PCR is a chain reaction because newly synthesized DNA strands will act 
as templates for further DNA synthesis in subsequent cycles. After about 30 
cycles of DNA synthesis, the products of the PCR will result in a 2^ ® fold 
amplification of specific target sequence. The basic steps of the reaction is shown 
in figure 2.2 ( Strachan et al., 1996). 
There is a wide range of applications of the polymerase chain reaction. 
The PCR-amplifled products are often used for DNA sequencing. The single-
stranded DNA forms used for DNA sequencing can be prepare by asymmetric 
PCR. Besides, PCR products are also cloned in conventional cell-based cloning 
system. The reaction provides a huge amount of double-stranded 
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DNA which are to be incorporated into vectors for protein expression or other 
applications. 
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Section 2.2 DNA Libraries 
Modem DNA cloning approaches offer the possibility of making compre-
hensive collections of DNA clones (DNA libraries) from extremely complex 
starting DNA populations (such as the total human genomic DNA). This approach 
has enabled DNA sequences which are very rare in the starting population to be 
represented in a library of clones, whence they can be isolated individually by 
selecting a suitable host cell colony and amplifying it. Two basic varieties of 
libraries are genomic library and cDNA library. 
A genomic library is often conveniently prepared from easily accessible 
cells, such as blood cells. The starting material is genomic DNA which has been 
fragmented, by digesting with a restriction endonuclease. Cleavage will occur at a 
small number of the potential restriction sites. The random fragmentation then 
ensures that the library will contain as much representation as possible of the 
staring DNA. Moreover, the library will consist of clones with overlapping 
inserts. As a result, accessing clones from the same general region is enhanced by 
just identifying those with similar inserts. 
As gene expression varies in cells and in development stages, the starting 
material of a cDNA library is usually total RNA from a specific tissue or specific 
developmental stage of embryogenesis. The mRNA, isolated by chromatography, 
is converted to double-stranded cDNA copy by reverse transcriptase. After clon-
ing, the clones form a complete cDNA library of specific proteins expressed in the 
cell. 
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Section 2.3. Expressed Sequence Tags 
Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) are short sequences (200-500 bp) ob-
tained from the sequencing of one end of a cDNA that provide sufficient 
information to enable putative identification of the gene from which the cDNA 
was derived (figure 2.3 from Adams et al. 1993) (Adams et al., 1991). Since its 
introduction in 1991，the EST approach has been used to characterize expressed 
genes in a variety of tissues and developmental stages of humans (Matsubara et 
al., 1993，Adamsl et aL，1992, Affara et al, 1994)，mice (Hoog 1991，Starborg et 
al, 1992) and wallabies (Collet et aL, 1994). ESTs serve the same purpose as the 
random genomic DNA sequnece-tagged sequences (STSs), which are standard 
markers from physically mapped clones representing uniquely identified map 
positions, for the physical mapping of the human genome (Adams et al., 1991, 
Olson et aL, 1989). Large numbers of ESTs have been mapped back to chromo-
somes in humans (Adams et al, 1991，Polymeropolous et al., 1993，Durkin et aL, 
1994). ESTs can also provide the additional feature of pointing directly to an 
expressed gene. Some additional EST that have not been formally published can 
be found in the dbEST database (Boguski et al.，1993). 
By far the largest EST project to date, in which a total of 174 472 ESTs 
were sequenced from 200 distinct libraries representing 30 human tissues, has 
been completed (Adams et al.，unpublished data). This massive sequencing effort 
has identified up to 40 000 previously unknown human genes, probably more than 
half of the protein-coding genes in the human genome (Fields et al.， 
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1994). Over 10 000 of these new genes are represented by more than one EST, 
which in most cases, demonstrates more than one site of expression. This study 
also provides detailed expression data for previously known human genes, most of 
which are represented by ESTs. A key result is that most highly expressed genes 
are expressed at high levels only in one or a few tissues; most ubiquitously ex-
pressed genes appear to be expressed at only moderate to low levels. 
Figure 2.3 Relationship ofan EST to cDNA, mRNA, and DNA as it exits on the chromosome. 
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Li short, EST data have many possible uses including the identification of 
previously unknown gene products for genetic mapping purposes and the study of 
the mechanisms of tissue differentiation and ontogeny by developing profiles of 
sequences that are differentially expressed in particular cell types or at specific 
developmental stages. To accelerate the human genome project, the EST data 
must be well categorized for reference. A database of the GenBank, the dbEST, 
has been constructed to serve this purpose. 
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Section 2.4 dbEST - Database for “Expressed Sequence Tags" 
ESTs are qualitatively and quantitatively different from traditional data-
base entries in terms of accuracy, completeness and rate of acquisition. 
Automated single pass sequencing results in an � 3 % error or base ambiguity rate. 
Contamination with vector and other spurious sequences has also been found. The 
average length of an EST is a function of current automated sequencing 
technology. It is not generally known in advance if these fragments come from 
coding or non-coding regions of an mRNA, this sequence characterization and 
annotation are minimal. Furthermore, up to 70% of ESTs have no recognizable 
homologues at the time of submission. Thus there is a continual need for periodic 
reamiotation by database similarity searching. 
EST data are usually submitted as a set of many sequences and a simple, 
tagged "flat file" format is designed to streamline the direct submission process. 
EST sequences and associated information maybe sent electronically (via e-mail 
or Litemet file transfer protocol) to NCBI; GenBank accession numbers are then 
issued. The daily updates from general submissions to GenBank and also from 
EMBL and the DNA Database of Japan (DDBI) for EST data submitted to these 
locations are also scanned. Once new data has been accessioned into dbEST, it is 
immediately made available for public access unless submitters specify that it be 
kept confidential until publication. 
dbEST is not simply a static repository but attempts to keep the informa-
tion about ESTs current by periodically performed homology searches against 
new data in GenBank and the protein sequence databases. 
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Searches are carried out after filtering the queries to increase the sensitivity, to 
minimize non-specific or uninformative database matches and to avoid 
interference from potential contaminants. DNA and protein similarities are 
available in the full reports along with the date of the most recent search. 
(Boguski^r^7/., 1993) 
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Chapter 3 Reduction ofPartial Sequence Redundancy and 
cDNA AUgnment 
This thesis provided an efficient algorithm to group the partial cDNA se-
quences into several clusters. The sequences in the cluster could align with each 
other to form a longer cDNA sequence. Li this way, partial cDNA sequences with 
similar bases could be aligned together and those identical clones would be 
eliminated. The effort to submit the sequences to the BLAST server would then 
be greatly reduced, speeding the progress of any genomic project. 
Section 3.1 Materiak 
Our source of materials was from the Department of Biochemistry of the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. Totally, we collected 10 110 partial cDNA 
sequences (expressed sequence tags). The preparation of the sequences was de-
scribed as follows (Hwang et al.，1995). 
A directionally cloned human fetal heart (10-12 weeks) cDNA library was 
constructed in a A,gt22 expression vector (Hwang et al., 1994). Inserts were 
partially sequenced from the 5’ end. (Hwang et al., 1994). Eluted phage plagues 
were subjected to polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in the presence of modified 
forward and reverse primers (forward 5，_ATTG GTGG CGACG ACTC 
CTGGA-3'; reverse: 5’ -TTTGA CACCA GACCA ACTGGTA -3'). PCR 
products were used directly for cycle sequencing {Taq Cyclist Sequencing Kit, 
Stratagene), with a slight modifica- tion to the manufacturer's 
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recommended protocol. Specifically, 2 i^l DMSO was included in the 30-^il 
master mix, and sequencing reactions were conducted in the presence of a 
fluorescein-conjugated primer (fluorescein-5' -GGTGG CGACG ACTCC 
TGGAG CC _ 3，）nested within the forward PCR primer. Sequences were 
obtained using a Pharmacia A. L. F. DNA sequencer. The human adult heart 
cDNA library was purchase from Clontech (Liew et al., 1994). 
Consequently, there were 10 110 partial cDNA sequences recorded in 
plain text file. 
Section 3.2 Our Algorithm 
The objective of the thesis was to provide an algorithm (figure 3.1) such 
that those sequences sharing base similarities are grouped together, gaining an 
elongated sequence which was to be submitted to the BLAST server. Such 
grouping reduces redundancy of the partial sequences, eliminating labour on 
submission work. Our algorithm performed this by using the merits of base 
sharing. 
hi order to group the ESTs with respect to base similarity, we adopted a 
coding system. The first step of the coding system was to assign a reference 
number to each ESTs. This enhanced easy recalling of the partial sequences for 
alignment. The second step, the most important was to convert the bases of an 
EST into a string of codes. The codes were obtained from the combination of 10 
consecutive bases，which was named as 10-mer in this paper (figure 3.2). The 
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occurrence of this code, i.e. the position of the 10-mer in the EST, was recorded. 
Moreover, the number of occurrences of each code in the whole batch of ESTs 
was also recorded. Consequently, in this coding system, there were arrays record 
the occurrence times of each 10-mer, the EST reference numbers involved and the 
corresponding positions. The design of the arrays was described in details in the 
later part of this chapter. 
Figure 3.1 The flow chart of the algorithm 
(1) Partical cDNA sequences of 
interest 
1 r 
(2) Code the partial cDNA 
sequences into a series of 10-
mer codes 
i 
(3) Algin the ESTs according to 
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separated by 5 bases 
，‘ 
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Figure 3.2 The coding of an EST sequence is shown. The codes are obtained by 















The codes for 10-mer: 
1 = GACACTAGTT = 3(4' ) + 0(4” + 2 (4') + 0 (4') + 2 (4') + 1 (4^) + 0(4') + 3 (4') + 
1 (4 i )+ l (4^)+l = 821558 
2 = ACACTAGTTG = 0(4^ ) + 2(4^) + 0 (4^) + 2 (4^) + 1 (4') + 0 (4” + 3(4^) + 1 (4^) + 
1 (4i) + 3 (4®) + 1 = 140504 
6 = TAGTTGATCC = 1(4' ) + 0(4^) + 3 (4') + 1 (4') + 1 (4') + 3 (4^) + 0(4') + 1 (4') + 
2(4i) + 2(4O)+l = 3i72il 
The sequence, u032f.seq is then a string of codes in the form: 821588，140504,...， 
317211，  
Since some of the partial sequences were obtained through random 
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priming or symmetric priming, the direction of the sequences were not always 5， 
~> 3'. Therefore, in order to include all the possible EST alignments, the 10 110 
sequences were coded in both directions. The reverse sequences were given 
reference numbers starting from 10 111 to 20 220. 
The codes were values in the range from 1 to 1 048 576 as there were 4^ ® ( 
10 4 8576) combinations of 10 bases composed of adenine, thymine, guanine and 
cytosine. The codes from the 10-mers allowed us to align ESTs having a series of 
identical codes. Jn our thesis, ESTs with a sharing of 2 overlapping codes, (15-
mer) were said to be able to align. This checking of sharing was performed by the 
third step. 
Figure 3.3 Alignment ofESTs is enhanced by using the codes at the 2 ends. 
_ ^ p ^ ¾ - starting EST with overlapping 
~ ^ m B codes at the 2 ends 
• - 一 I 一 -
~ i — r • 
4 ^ ^ “ ^ 
ESTs sharing the same codes are aligned 
together to form a lengthened sequence 
B^ 圓 — ^^¾ — 
In this step, the base sequences at the start and end positions of each 
partial sequences were recorded. The coding method is exactly the same as what 
mentioned before except that the positions were previously assigned to be the 30-
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th, 35-th，last 25-th and last 30-th base of an EST. These were the starting and 
ending positions of the partial sequences. The positions were chosen specifically 
as the presence of the vector sequences must be taken into consideration. By 
checking sequences which shared the same 10-mers at the 2 ends of the starting 
EST, a lengthend sequence would be worked out. The ends of the joined 
sequences were also checked to obtain a fiill alignment of the group. The idea is 
presented in figure 3.3 . 
Figure 3.4. The use of2 overlapping codes in grouping the ESTs. 
30-th 35-th -25th -20th base no. 
� 4 7 3 _ _ H H - - r 
code 
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广 ^ K ^ ^ \ / ^ K ^ 1 8 3 ^ Each 10-mer code / 34 / 948�654 \ / no65 /930A \ has a group of EST 
( 1067 942) 234 i09 sharing. 
^ 3 ! ^ v J ! _ y 
ESTs contains the 
+ overlapping codes at 广 广 ^ each end are grouped 
9482,942, 109, ] + [ 9301, 109,987,473 ] together. The 2 
987 473 groups of ESTs then ^ ^ J 1^  ^ form a cluster. 
The cluster contains ESTs : 109，473，942, 987，0301，9482. 
From this step, a 15-base sequnece was converted into 2 codes for each 
end of an ESTs. For each end, the first 10-mer code was checked against the data 
arrays obtained in the previous steps. ESTs showing a common share of the same 
code are picked out. The second code of the EST being processed was ftoher 
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checked. A list of ESTs with such common share was resulted again. By 
comparing the two lists, ESTs that shared two 10-mer codes, 15 base sharing, 
were collected. The process was repeated at the other end of the processed EST. 
Consequently, a group of ESTs with common sharing of 15-mer obtained. 
Moreover, a new elongated sequence was worked out based on the positions of 
the 10-mer occurrences (figure 3.4). 
There are 20 220 partial sequences when both sequence directions were 
considered. The number of rounds of grouping were 20 220 x 2 = 40 440. The 
clusters resulted were composed ofESTs that appeared in more than 1 group. The 
clusters were then rearranged such that each was composed of EST reference 
numbers not shared by another clusters. The information such as the 10-mer 
codes, positions of sharing, EST reference numbers and the number of ESTs 
involved and the elongated length was recorded in a table for easy access. Also 
the elongated sequences were stored in the same format as those of the original 
ESTs for fiuther analysis and manipulation. 
The last step was to submit all the elongated sequences to the BLAST mail 
server. The returned e-mail gave information on whether the query showed 
simlarity with the database sequences with signigicant probability. Li the past, the 
query sequences were submitted individually. The returned e-mail was also 
collected individually and checked manually. Researchers had to devote a long 
time in sending queries and receiving mail. We developed a method for 
submission and analysis of query sequence simultaneously. 
The query was a collection of a number of sub-queries. These 
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sub-queries were elongated sequences, obtained in the previous step, which were 
separated by spacer sequences (CACACACACACACACACACACA). The spacer 
sequences, due to its commonness in the genomic DNA, were neglected by the 
server for matching. Base comparing would then be performed for the sub-
sequences. By an efficient data reading program, the sub-sequences showing 
significance matched were found. 
Figure 3.5 The procedure of query submission to the BLAST e-mail server. 
Mividual sequences are linked 
^ H H ^ ^ ^ H H ^ ^ B C A C A C A C A C A ^ H ^ ^ B together, distinguished by a spacer 
m a m ^ m C A C A C A C A C A t ^ m m ^ t ^ ^ m ^ ^ m sequence ‘CACACACA，. The 
M ^ M H M C A C A C A C A C A f l H a ^ M n ^ H H ^ ^ begining and ending positions of 
M M mmm ^ m m ^ ^ B CACACACACA each sequence in the long query are recorded for reference. 
Query submission 
and the e-mail 
+ 
return The return e-mail indicates the 
^ H ^ H i ^ H H C A C A C A C A C A N N N N N N N N positions of the query matches with NNNNNCACACACACA the database sequences. Those 
positions showing matches are 
• ^ • • ^ C A C A C A C A C A — i ^ — i ^ ™ ^ — converted into ‘N，. The ‘masked， mm^am ^mm mm mm^mCACACACACA long query is then submitted to the BLAST server again. 
Another round of 
submission ，‘ 
^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ m ^ ^ m CACACACANNNNNNNNN The procedure is repeated several 
NNNNNCACACACACA NNNNNNNNNNNNNNN rounds until no more matches can be 
NNNNNNNCACACACACA^i-^-^-- 【。皿丄 
The return BLAST e-mail listed the positions of the ‘long’ query that 
showed significant matching with the database sequences. With this information, 
the significant sub-sequences were located. The bases were then masked by "N" 
which stood for unknown DNA bases. A sequence of "N" would result in no base 
comparing on query submission. With some bases masked and the remaining 
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unchanged, the long sequence was then re-submitted to the BLAST server again. 
The return mail reported another batch of sub-sequences showing significant 
matches. The process (figure 3.5) was repeated through several rounds of re-
submission until no more match can be found. 
The database used for the first cycle of searching is the non-redundant 
database, 'nr'. It consisted of sequences from the Genbank, EMBL, DDBJ and 
PDB but excluded the databases ofEST, STS, GSS or HTTGS. The 'nr' database 
served as a filter, separating the our ESTs into 2 groups. One was from the known 
gene group and the other was the unknown gene group. The classification of the 
query sub-sequences (our ESTs) was accorded to the matching probability. For 
probability less than 0.00001, the matching was significant that the two sequences 
showed great similarity in their bases. Moreover, it meant that the query sequence 
was come from a known gene that had ab*eady been found. Such a sequence 
would then be omitted as it conveyed no fiuther information for the discovering 
ofnew genes in the genome project. For query sub-sequences that matched with a 
large probability or showed no matches with the database at all, they were termed 
‘novel，. These sequences were related to genes that are still unknown to 
researchers. 
The novel ESTs were valuable in the discovering of new genes. However, 
since the effort of working out a gene was enormous, more information of the 
EST should have gathered before the sequence was used for gene discovering. To 
achieve this, another cycle of query submission to the 'dbest' database was 
necessary. The 'dbest' contained all the expressed sequence tags of Genbank, 
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EMBL and DDBJ. Any significant match found returned the accession number of 
the database sequence. With the aid of this accession number, more information 
could be retrieved. The most important information to the Biochemistry research 
group was the origins of the sequence in the body. If the database sequences had 
matched with our query sequence mainly found in a specific tissues or organs, (in 
our fenome project, the organ of interest is the heart), the research group would 
have further studied the query sequence for the discovering of new genes of the 
organ. The tissues of the database sequences that were similar to our novel 
sequences were listed in the result section. 
Section 3.3 Data Storage 
As mentioned in the previous section, the occurrences of the 10-mer codes 
and the corresponding EST were recorded in order to set up a system for 
searching identical codes and then for alignment. The most convenient storage 
structure for retieving 10-mer codes and EST reference numbers was a 2-
dimensional array. One of the dimensions was 1 048 576 as it was the total 
number of different 10-mer codes. The other dimension was designed in order to 
cover all the occurrences of a code in the whole batch of our ESTs. 
Theorectically, the dimension was obtained as follows. 
Total 10-mer codes = 1 048 576 
Total number of ESTs = 20 220 
Average length of ESTs = 300 
Number of 10-mer codes an EST = 290 
carry 
Total number of 10-mer codes of = 290 x 20 220 = 5 863 
the whole batch of the ESTs 800 
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The estimated occurrence of a = 5 863 800 / 1 048 576 
10-mer code « 6 
With above calculation, the dimension of the array should have been 1 048 
576 X 6. Moreover, there had to be two such arrays in order to store the EST 
reference numbers and the base positions of the 10-mer code in the ESTs. 
However, after doing a pilot study, coding of 1 000 EST sequences, the 
occurrence times of some 10-mer codes were far more than the estimated value of 
6. The dimension had to be increased. Since machines such as hp735, sparc20 and 
u4000 had a limit in the random access memory, when the size of the two-way 
array exceeded the RAM capacity, the problem of stack overflow occurred. Such 
a problem emerged when the study was scaled to half of the number of ESTs, 10 
110 (one direction only). As the computer machines could not support such a 
storage system, another array design had to be devised. 
Figure 3.6 The structures of the 4 one-dimensional arrays used for storage. 
Array 1 Array2 Array3 Array4 
1 276 1 ^ 300 319 Array 1 stores the occurences 
2 " I ^ I r T 415 123 of each 10-mer code. Array 2 
3 ~86~ 4 ^ ^ v is a pointer array that points 
\ ^ v to the corresponding drawers 
\ ^ v in arrays 3 and 4. Array 3 
\ \ _ ^ _ f ^ stores the EST reference 
\ 546 159 numbers that the 10-mer 
\ code appear in the EST. 
\ Array 4 contains the base 
�3 0 0 25 p o s i t i o n o f t h e c o d e i n t h e 
1048576 ——一 ^ s T . 
For each 10-mer code, there was a different number of occurrences in the 
ESTs. Consequently, there was a wastage of storage in the use of a two-
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dimensional table. To fully utilize the storage, several one-dimensional arrays 
were adopted. They recorded the number of occurrences of a 10-mer codes, the 
ESTs involved and the corresponding base positions. The presence of a pointer 
array contributed to an efficient storage system. The structures of the arrays was 
shown in figure 3.6. 
Li our system, the storage of the codes was enhanced by 4 one-way arrays. 
The first array (arrl) recorded the number of times that a 10-mer code occurred in 
20 220 ESTs. As there were totally 1 048 576 10-mer codes, the dimension of 
arrl was of such size. The second array (arr2) was also in the same dimension of 
arrl. It was the pointer array that indicated the storage positions of the ESTs 
references numbers and base positions in array 3 and array 4 respectively. For 10-
mer absent in the 20 220 ESTs, the corresponding drawer in array 2 would be 
marked '9999999999，，a number that was much larger than the size of arrays 3 
and 4. With the aid ofthis pointer array, the ESTs and the base positions for a 10-
mer code could be easily retrieved for ftoher processing. 
However, since the dimension of the two large arrays was unknown, the 
coding process had to be performed twice, bi the first round, the occurrence times 
of 10-mer codes were recorded and the content of the pointer array was filled. 
This revealed the total size needed for the storage ofEST references numbers and 
base positions. After it fixing the dimension of the arrays, the coding was 
performed again to enter the information of arrays 3 and 4. Though computational 
time was increased two-foldly, the storage system was ensured to be within the 
RAM capacity of the machines. 
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Section 3.4 Criterion of AUgnment 
As mentioned in section 3.2, two ESTs were said to align to each other if 
they had shown a sharing of 2 overlapping 10-mer codes — a 15-base sharing. 
This criterion was chosen based on two factors. 
First, it was the aligned length. To obtain an aligned sequence of 
maximum length, the number of common bases had to be within a reasonable 
range. As the position for alignment was started at the 30-th base to eliminate the 
uncertainty of the presence of vector sequence, the maximum sequence 
lengthening required at least a sharing of more than 30 bases. An additional 
sharing of n bases would result in cases: 1) for small n, there would be a high 
chance of false alignment; 2) for large n, alignment would be disabled if the ends 
of two sequences only share a few bases and the length of the aligned sequence 
would also have been limited even if the two sequences had shared a large 
number, n, ofbases. 
Second, it was the matching probability that had to be considered. In the 
BLAST query, the probability was set to be < 0.00001, meaning that the query 
sequence had a significant match with the database. Li our alignment of ESTs, 
such a probability had also to be attained to ensure correct joining of the 
sequences. The probability was obtained by the following equation. 
p = {n - k) / 4 k where 
n = number ofbases in the EST 
k = number of consecutive base sharing 
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The equation was derived as follows. For two sequences having n bases, 
there are totally 4 2” combinations of the bases. A sharing ofk-mer would result in 
4 2(”-幻 combinations of bases in the remaining positions of the two sequences. As 
there were {n - k) ^-mers in an sequence, the probability for the two sequence to 
share a A>mer was 
( „ _ 幻 4 ' 4 2 _ /42” 
={n - k) / 4 气 
With this formula, a series of probabilities of was calculated. From table 3.7 and 
figure 3.8, it was very clear that the probability when k = 15 met the BLAST 
criterion of matching. 
Table 3.7 Probability of matching a k-mer between 2 sequences each of length 300 bp. 







Figure 3.8. Graph Showing the matching probabi l i ty (p) 
against the number of base sharing (n). 
0.0003 _ p _ = ^ _ _ _ _ _ = — _ _ — ~ ~ ~ 
0.00025 - \ 
0.0002 -- \ \  
Q. 0.00015 - \ Series1 
0.0001 -- \ ^ 
0.00005 - \^ ^ 
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Section 3.5 Painvise AUgnment 
The use of the ovelapping 10-mer codes at the two ends of an EST for 
sequence alignment was efficient. It enhanced similar sequences to be grouped 
together in a short time by searching against the 4 storage arrays. Before this 
efficient algorithm was implemented, a pairwise procedure was used. The 
painvise procedure adopted the sharing of a 15-mer with other sequences at any 
base positions of itself. Though such algorithm still achieved the goal of sequence 
lengthening, the computational work is huge. 
Jn the pairwise alignment method, the number of occurrences of each 10-
mer code was checked. Those 10-mer with entries in the array 1 of value more 
than 2 are selected for study. This criterion was based on that alignment was 
enabled by at least two ESTs. For each 10-mer (code-l) then, the EST reference 
numbers and the base positions were retrieved. The 10-mer overlapping 5 bases 
(code-2) with code_l of the EST was obtained. With code-2, a new group of ESTs 
were found from the four storage arrays. By comparing the reference numbers in 
the 2 groups, a cluster of EST was formed. The procedure was repeated for 
another EST in group one and also for other 10-mers as shown in figure 3.9. 
Since code-2 was not obtainable with given EST and positions, it had to be 
obtained through the sequence of the EST. Computing time is then consumed in 
retrieving the sequence from the data file. Apart from the retrieval time, the huge 
number of comparisons also lead to inefficient processing. This is shown as 
follows: 
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Figure 3.9. The pairwise alignment method. 
Step 1. A list of 10-mer codes having more than 2 ESTs sharing was obtained. 
106666 20487 104008 10-mers 
Step 2. For each listed 10-mer, the ESTs involved and the corresponding base 
positions were retrieved from the 4 storage arrays 
Array 1 Array2 Array 3 Array 4 
5 206789 ^ 178 56 




Step 3. For each EST in the 10-mer group, its own sequence was retrieved from 
data file.Code-2, 5 bases overlapping with the previous 10-mer, was obtained. 
code-1 . EST : 178. — 
— m — — 
code-2 = 67217 
Step 4. The ESTs shared code-2 were listed. The list was compared with the first 
list to get a cluster of ESTs. 
Array 1 Array2 Array 3 Array 3 
3 90581 ^ 178 178 • . „ 
+ 1 /o 235 235 ” c (67217) 235 1001 557 1059 
1059 1059 
9721 5376 
Step 5. The procedure was repeated for the other ESTs in code-1 and other 10-mers. 




Average number of ESTs in each 10-mer = n (say) 
Number of comparisons in each 10-mer = 2n 
group 
Total number of codes having more than 2 «1 048 576 
ESTs 
The total number of comparisons : =1 048 576 x 2n 
= 2 097 152« 
When this pairwise alignment was compared with the ‘two-end，method 
mentioned in section 3.2, the latter was much more efficient. It consisted only of 
40 440 comparisons. This smaller number of comparisons enabled a faster 
reclustering of ESTs in the later steps. Obviously, for the efficient manipulation 
of a batch of partial sequences, the ‘two-end，alignment method should be 
adopted. 
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussion 
According to the algorithm listed in Chapter 3, programs were designed to 
perform a list of task. First, the partial sequences were rearranged in the format of 
FASTA (Figure 4.1 below). Secondly, the sequences were coded into 10-mer 
codes. Besides the 10-mer codes and exact base positions of the bases at the two 
ends, the sequence length of each EST were recorded. Li the next step, grouping 
was performed by checking the common sharing of the 10-mers at the two ends. 
The consequent groups of ESTs had to be rearranged in order to obtain complete 
alignments and lengthened sequences in the fifth step (Table 4.2 in Appendix). 
The lengthened sequences were then recorded in the same way as the original 
sequences. Li the step of query submission to the BLAST e-mail server, the 
lengthened sequences were joined together to form a long query. The sequences 
were filtered into two groups: ‘ known，and 'novel' with the database specified as 
‘non-redundant，. Known sequences were ones which matched to database 
sequences ab*eady mapped to the genome. Novel sequences were sequences ofun-
discovered genes. Our novel sequences were further submitted to the server such 
that information on the partial sequences could be retrieved by the returned 
accession numbers of the matched database sequences from the dbEST. (Table 4.6 
in Appendix). 
Figure 4.1. The sequences were recorded in FASTA format. The first line of each EST was 
started with a greater sign ‘ � ‘ . It was then followed by the description of the 
sequences. In this paper, the description was just the name of the clone. The 
exact bases of the sequence was recorded under the description without breaks. 















Table 4.2 in Appendix displayed the results of the alignment of sequences. 
Among 10 110 ESTs, the number of EST involved in alignments were 1580. 
Among these, 24 sequences, 1.52 %, took part in the alignment in their reverse 
directions. The nutnber of groups involved is 11，1.7 % of the total 646. This 
showed that the reverse direction of the sequences might not have been so 
important for consideration. Listead, computational time would have been 
decreased by one-fold if only one direction had been considered. 
Table 4.3 The average length, the maximum and the minimum number of base pairs that the 10 
110 ESTs and the 646 lengthened sequences were shown. 
length Among 10 110 ESTs Among 646 lengthened 
(reference number) Sequences (group no.) 
average 230bp 318bp 
~maximum 704 bp (9385) 1258bp(621) 
~~minimum llbp(8608) 118bp(224) 
Since the sequences were expected to be lengthened, the average length 
and the maximum length and the minimum length of the 646 lengthened 
sequences were of great interest. The average length was 318 base pairs (bp). The 
maximum length was 1258 bp of group 621. Group 224 exhibited the minimum 
number of base pairs, which was only 118. When the values were compared with 
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those of the original batch of ESTs, great improvement of sequence length was 
found. The average length, 230 bp, was increased by 38.26 %. This improvement 
helped the biochemists to cover a wider region of DNA in the genome, shortening 
their distance to discover the gene of interests. The lengths were shown in Table 
4.3. 
The aim of our alignment algorithm was to group the EST according to 
base sharing, which in tum, reduces the redundancy of identical sequences. 
Identical sequences and redundant sequences were easily obtained from our result 
table (Table 4.2in Appendix). For identical sequences, the 10-mer code sharing 
occurred at the same base positions and they carried the same number of bases. 
For redundant sequences, such sharing were found at similar positions varying in 
less then 10 bp. They were in similar base pair length. Li some cases, one EST 
was a part of the other, having their bases incorporated in the others. The 
sequences, if not quoted, would increase the effort of the researchers in laboratory 
manipulation and query submission to the BLAST. Our algorithm had provided a 
successful search tool eliminating such undesirable redundancy. The sequences 
were listed in table 4.4. and the examples of identical and redundant sequences 
were shown in figure 4.5. 
Table 4.4. T h e list of the identical sequences (I) and the redundant sequences from the 
alignment. 
Group no. EST reference numbers I / R 
9 7233,65 R 
11 7910,76 R 
17 473，9482 R 
20 210, 145,625 R 
30 5211,9944 I 
32 366,747 R 
37 444,2204 R 
52 665, 1831 R 
57 710， 1837 R 
61 740， 1732 R 
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66 761，1737 R 
71 794,1747 R 
108 5058，5059 I 
115 3726,3727 I 
135 1535, 1536 I 
142 1600,2880 R 
152 5402,10018 I 
169 5382, 10006 I 
172 2028,2488 I 
195 2215,2566 R 
208 2 4 1 6 , 2 8 4 4 R 
219 2559,2560 I 
224 2687,2689 I 
242 2988,2989 I 
283 5358，3605 I 
290 3761,7739 I 
299 3866,5616 R 
301 3902,4075 R 
302 3903,4074 R 
305 3921,4073 R 
309 3988,3989 I 
325 5532,9985 I 
333 4442,4822 I 
342 4662,4663 I 
346 4743，4744 I 
348 5217,9946 I 
357 5226,9949 I 
371 5184,9918 I 
Figure 4.5. Examples of identical sequence and redundant sequence. 










(b). Redundant sequence. EST 444 and 2204 of group 37. They showed a long region of 













Among the 646 lengthened sequences, only 235 sequences (556 ESTs) 
were found to be novel. 411 matched to the non-redundant database of gene 
sequences of the National Center for Biotechnology Mbrmation (NCBI) with 
significant probability. The sequences were then named as ‘known sequences' 
which had akeady been studied in genome projects. The novel sequences then 
became gfeat assets in the discovering of new genes. After submitting the query to 
the BLAST, 189 novel sequences matched to the database of dbEST which 
records the expressed sequences tags submitted by genome research groups. The 
novel lengthened sequences involved 456 original ESTs in which 2 of them were 
in the reverse direction. 
Table 4.6 in Appendix showed the tissue distribution of the 189 groups of 
database sequences that matched with our novel sequences. The groups were 
termed novel group. Totally, there were 353 database sequences, which were 
sequenced from embryo, brain, heart (both adult and fetal), liver, spleen, placenta, 
ovary, uterus, testis, lung, endothelium, leg muscle, immune cells (both B-cells 
and T-cells) and melanocytes (pigment cells). Among them, 177 were found in 
heart tissues (figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7 Origins of the dbest database sequences matched 
with 189 novel sequences 
. brain n*hPT ^ ^ 
^^^^^^^^^ 
Melanocyte ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
- ^ ^ H -
liver/spieen > ^ ^ j ^^^^K 
embryo \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ovary/uterus ^ - ~ ® ^ ^ ^ ^ placenta 
The tissue distribution of each group was the most informative. Groups 
having sequences obtained from a single organ and an even tissue distribution 
were found. For instance, sequences in novel group 3 were all obtained from 
placenta. This suggested that the novel sequence might be part of the gene for a 
protein for embryonic development. Sequences in novel group 10，figure 4.8, 
were come from a variety of organs. This in tum suggested the novel sequence 
involve in protein common to body cells. 
Figure 4.8 Tissue Distribution of the lengthened EST 
in group 10 
iL brain 
other 
16% 8/o heart 
, ^ ^ ^ " ^ 8% 
Melanocyte ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ 4% j ^ ^ ^ ^ k ^ ^ ^ y 
Z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ r \ placenta 
“ u ^ ^ 1孤 
\ ^ ^ ^ / ovary/uterus 
N ^ ^ ^ ^ 12% 
liver/spleen embryo 
240/0 4�/o 
Novel groups having more than half of the sequences arisen from the heart 
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served as guides for researchers of heart genome project. Group 4 consisted of 2 
sequences already been studied by other biochemists. All of them were obtained 
from fetal heart. The novel sequence might be part of the gene with proteins 
important to fetal heart development. After the gene was discovered, it might 
served as a tool in detecting the normal / abnormal development of the human 
heart. Another example, novel group 26，suggested a gene related not only to the 
heart but also the immune system. The gene might be essential in body defence 
against heart disease. The tissue distribution was shown in figure 4.9. 
Figure 4.9. Tissue Distribution of the 
lengthened EST in group 26 
other 
肌 / ^ ^ T ^ ^ f P x 
P""^""-"-<^ •；“丨、heart “. ^ A • - i 50% 
Melanocyte V ^ | • '- :J 
2。％ \ ^ ^ ^ 
T-cell 
10% 
Some interesting results were also obtained from table 4.6. Novel 
sequences 18，23，27, 47，52, 59, 62, 68，81，88，89，91，92，96, 100，101，102, 
107, 123, 139，150，152, 155, 158 and 161 each matched to one individual 
database sequences. The matched ones were sequences submitted by Dr. Mary 
Waye of the Department of the Biochemistry of CUHK. These were also in exact 
length and base sequences to the novel queries. This meant that those database 
sequences were exactly the novel sequences arisen from our algorithm. This 
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further proved that our algorithm produced precise and convert result. Examples 
were shown in figure 4.10. 
Figure 4.10. The query sequence (novel group 18) was exactly the database sequence submitted 
by the biochemistry group. The following was the text ofthe database retrieved through internet 
(http//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/nucleotide.htmlO- The query sequence was also shown. 
LOCUS N41162 345 bp mRNA EST 22-JAN-1996~~ 




SOURCE hiunan clone=Q679-F primer=GGTGGCGACGACTCCTGGAGCC library=Adult 
heart, Clontech vector=Lambda gtll host=E. coli Y1090 
Rsitel=EcoRI 
Rsite2-EcoRI. 
ORGANISM Homo sapiens 
Eukaryotae; Metazoa; Eumetazoa; Bilateria; Coelomata; 
Deuterostomia; Chordata; Vertebrata; Gnathostomata; 
Osteichthyes; 
Sarcopterygii； Choanata; Tetrapoda; Amniota; Mammalia; Theria; 
Eutheria; Archonta; Primates; Catarrhini; Hominidae; Homo. 
REFERENCE 1 (bases 1 to 345) 
AUTHORS Waye,M.M.Y., Cheung,H.K.Y., Lam,W.Y., Law,P.T.W., Lo,A.S.Y., 
Lui,V.W.Y., Luk,S.C.W., Tsui,S.K.W., Tung,C.K.C., Yam,N.Y.H., 
Liew,C.C. and Lee,C.Y. 
TITLE Gene expression of adult human heart as revealed by random 
sequencing of cDNA library 
JOURNAL Miami Winter BioTechnol. Symp. Proc. 6 , 90 (1995) 
COMMENT 
Contact: Waye Mary M.Y. 
Department of Biochemistry 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
R m 302C, Basic Medica3. Science Building, The Chinese University 
of 






/organism= “Homo sapiens" 
/clone="Q679-F" 
mRNA <1..>345 
BASE COUNT 91 a 75 c 66 g 113 t 
ORIGIN 
1 ctgacgcttg gtaccacctg aatggatcca agtatactga gatcaacata atcatgaatt 
61 cttctcccac tgtaaagttt gaggaggtaa gaatctcctt gacttagcaa atttgggctt 
121 ataaatgcta ggtccaacta gactttactg gcctcaatcc cttagcatta tcctgcaaaa 
181 tactgatgta tactttttgg ttaatacctt tgtatcactt tcgaccacct agtgagggtt 
241 aggttgtatg aagagatgcc attttggtta aataatctca aggaatctgt gtcaccgact 
301 aagactctag ttctcgtccg ggttccaatc tctggtctct tgcct  








Though the algorithm was proved to be a successful tool for sequence 
alignment, there was still some difficulty needed to be solved. First, the average 
sequence length, though had been increased through alignment, was just more 
than 300 bp. The reason for the short length was due to a large amount of 
identical, redundant sequences and clones of few base pairs. Moreover, the 
uncertainty of the presence of vector sequences in the clones also made the 
alignment inefficient. Since the alignment was performed only at the 30-th base, 
any sharing of 10-mer codes at the first few bases of an EST with the other at the 
start positions were neglected. If the vector sequences had been eliminated, the 
alignment could have resulted in much lengthy sequences. 
Since the discovering of genes relates to the study of protein expression, 
lengthy sequences are most valuable. For a protein sequence of300 amino acids, a 
gene has to be of about 1000 bp. Therefore, to gain a full alignment of the cDNA, 
both the cloning and sequencing techniques have to be improved. This, in tum, 
can produce clones of more base pairs for cDNA alignment. Only a lengthy 
sequence can give the researchers a closer look at the gene of interest. 
Second, it was the data retrieving procedure that still required labourous 
work. The information of the dbest are recorded in plain text form. However, the 
format varies from research group to group. The text is thus hard to read by a 
specific program. Consequently, specific information has to be retrieved by 
human inspection. This greatly increases the time-consumption and the error rate. 
As this step is important to the gene research, more effort has to be devoted to 
solve the problem. 
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Finally, there was the problem of negligence. ESTs showing alignment 
was studied to gain groups of novel sequences. After submitting to the BLAST 
email server, those novel sequences not matched with the dbest database were not 
studied further. This accounted for 46 novel sequences comprised of 100 ESTs. 
Advice was collected from the department ofBiochemistry. It was explained that, 
by their past experience, the unmatched novel sequences are less likely to come 
from gene sequences of common proteins. Such sequences are not valuable for 
their project progress. However, from our point of view, these sequences have 
their own biological values. They are truly new sequences not found by other 
research groups. Even they are not come from genes of proteins related to a 
specific genome research, they still deliver pieces of information for the human 
body. Moreover, the sequences can be submitted to the NCBI dbEST, serving 
references for both local and overseas research groups. Li short, the sequences 
should be under careful storage for further study. 
As a conclusion, our algorithm to eliminate the partial sequence 
redundancy, align the cDNA sequences and develop a system to send queries and 
receive results from the BLAST e-mail server had been well implemented. To 
attain a faster progress for the heart genome project, the laboratory techniques has 
to be improved. Moreover, more effort should be put to study the novel 
sequences. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Development 
Expressed Sequence Tags (EST) generated from partial sequencing of 
V 
clones from cDNA libraries of specific tissues have been widely used as a rapid 
and efficient means of discovering genes. ESTs also provided both qualitative and 
qualitative information regarding gene expression in a variety of tissues and cells 
such as brain, liver and the immune cells. The usefukiess of the expressed 
sequence tags attracts the research group of the Department of the Biochemistry 
of the university to initiate a heart cDNA sequencing project which aims at 
revealing the expression profile of human heart and the identification of novel 
active genes in the organ. 
To discover a new active gene in an organ, a fiill length cDNA sequence 
has to be obtained. The biochemists have akeady set up the procedures to perform 
such task, which involves seven steps (figure 1.1). The first three steps involve the 
partial sequencing of cDNA, alignment of ESTs and searching against the dbEST 
by BLASTN program, which requires a high level of laboratory skill, sequencing 
materials and time-consumption. For the genome project development to be in 
satisfactory progress, the efficiency should be improved in the procedure. 
Our thesis has provided a rapid, efficient and labour-saving algorithm to 
perform EST alignment, dbEST searching and novel clone discovery. This helps 
to speed up the progress of the research work. However, it has not covered the 
remaining procedures in obtaining fixll cDNA sequence which is important and 
informative to the expression profile of the human heart active gene. 
42 
To obtain a full-length cDNA, search for open reading frame (ORF) is 
necessary. A reading frame is the order of the triplet genetic codes of an expressed 
protein. The chance of discovering a complete ORF increases with the length of 
novel sequences. If our novel sequences can be lengthened further through richer 
experimental data, which has been mentioned in last chapter, our algorithm will 
have a more improtant contribution to this stage of the project. Nevertheless, an 
alogrithm in deriving the ORF with less laboratory work should be designed 
before an advanced cloning technology emerges. 
Our algorithm reduces the workload of the biochemists by providing a 
batch processing of ESTs. This, in tum, means that cDNA sequences have to be 
neglected for a certain period of time before futher studies. This will hinder the 
progress of the general development of project. The present algorithm can be 
further modified to perform on-line processing of new ESTs. 
The present batch of lengthened cDNA sequences and the novel ESTs are 
stored in a database. They should also also be coded as mentioned in Chaper 3 to 
obtain four arrays, storing the 10-mer codes, pointer positions, EST reference 
numbers and the 10-mer occurrence positions. A new cDNA sequence is then 
codced. An alignment is obtained for a sharing of 15 consecutive base pairs 
between the new and the old sequences. If alignment is with the ‘known，old 
sequences, the new one is of less value to the research group. On the contrary, an 
alignment with novel old sequence suggests more experimental effort in obtaining 
the corresponding full cDNA. The newly lengthened sequence should also be 
stored and coded again to produce fresh arrays for another round of new search. 
43 -
The procedure can be applied weekly for constant update of the database 
sequences. 
For the local research groups to to better organise their research effort and 
to better exploit the information generated in the genome project, a new local 
DNA database is certainly a neccessity. The database should not only provide 
genetic information retrieval service but also provide instant alginment of 
sequences and daily updates of sequence information. The National Center for the 
Biotechnology Mbrmation QSTCBI) and the DNA Database of Japan (DDBI) have 
been an internationally successful and popular genetic information media. Hong 
Kong should also has her own server to speed up the project developmet, keeping 
pace with the international researchers. 
44 
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